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Module description (syllabus): Prawo gospodarcze

Module title: Prawo gospodarcze ECTS 3

Module title translation: Business Law

Module for study direction: Ekonomia

Module language: angielski Study level: 2

Study cycle:
stacjonarne

Module status:
kierunkowy - obowiązkowy

Semester number: 1
semestr zimowy

Academic Year from which module description is valid : 2019/2020 Catalogue number:
EKR-E-2S-1-05-KO-2019-EN

Person in charge of the
module:

Sylwester Kozak, dr hab. 

Teachers responsible for
classes:

Sylwester Kozak, dr hab.

Unit responsible for the
module:

Katedra Ekonomii i Polityki Gospodarczej

Faculty in charge: Wydział Ekonomiczny

Objectives of the module: a.learning the basic principles of starting and running own business and small and medium-sized enterprise
b.getting knowledge on the main types of trade agreements, contract procedures and resulting rights and

obligations
c.knowledge of taxes applicable to business operations and the rules of their calculation and payment

Lectures
The course covers: Main issues concerning the nature and functions of Polish commercial law. Sources of
business law and business customs. Legal requirements for starting a business unit. Registration procedures for
micro, small and medium-sized enterprises. Legal forms of business entities: an individual entrepreneur,
partnerships, and capital companies. Regulations regarding property rights. Analysis of commercial contracts:
sales contract, lease and tenancy agreements, contract for a specific work. Ways of signing contracts. Debt
collection. Inheritance law. Proxy in business operation. Taxes in business. Labor law.
Classes

Teaching forms and
number of hours:

a. lectures - no of hours: full time study: 30, part-time study. 0

Teaching methods: discussion, consultation with the lecturer, lectures, group project

Initial requirements and
formal prerequisities:

Basics in economics

Learning outcomes: Knowledge - knows and
understands: 
1. knows well and deeply
understands the principles of
running own business
2. understands and deeply
understands the principles of
concluding basic types of
commercial contracts and the
resulting rights and obligations

Skills - can:
3. can use the knowledge how to
prepare the documentation
required for the registration of an
enterprise, concluding basic
contracts and handling tax
obligations

Competences - is ready for:
4. is ready to critically evaluate own
knowledge and information received
in the field of economic issues,
recognize the importance of
knowledge in professional life and
consult experts

Assessement methods: test on classes (efekty: 1,2,3), assessment of the project work (effects: 1, 2, 3, 4), assessment of activities during
classes (effects: 1, 2, 3, 4)

Formal documentation of
the learning outcome:

tests, exams evaluation forms (in that on attendance list)

Elements of the final
grade and their weights:

test during classes - 60%, assessment of the project work - 30%, assessment of activities during classes - 10%

Place of teaching: classroom
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Teaching materials (obligatory and additional):

1. The World Bank, 2013. "Doing business 2014. Poland". Washington, [www.worldbank.org].
2. PAIH, 2019. "Investor's Guide - Poland. How to do Business". Warsaw,

[https://www.paih.gov.pl/publications/how_to_do_business_in_poland].
3. Robert Lewandowski, 2008. “Polish Commercial Law. An Introduction”. Publishing House C.H. Beck, Warsaw.

Remarks:
-+, ver-lw

Quantitative indicators describing the module:

Estimated total number of student work hours (contact and own work) necessary to achieve the learning
outcomes assumed for the module - on this basis, complete the ECTS field:

79/0

The total number of ECTS points which the student receives in module requiring direct participation of academic
teachers or other persons:

1.36/0 ECTS

Table of compliance of the directional learning outcomes with the effects of the module

Outcome
category

Learning outcomes for module: Reference to
effects for the
study program for
the direction of
study

The impact of
classes on the
directional
effect*)

Knowledge 1. knows well and deeply understands the principles of running own business EK2_KW05 3

2. understands and deeply understands the principles of concluding basic types of
commercial contracts and the resulting rights and obligations

EK2_KW06 2

Skills 3. can use the knowledge how to prepare the documentation required for the
registration of an enterprise, concluding basic contracts and handling tax
obligations

EK2_KU01 3

Competences 4. is ready to critically evaluate own knowledge and information received in the field
of economic issues, recognize the importance of knowledge in professional life and
consult experts

EK2_KK01 2

*) 3 - advanced and detailed, 2 - significant, 1 - basic
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